A Solution to Drive Revenue for Financial Institutions and Improve Cash Flow for Commercial Clients

With renewed economic uncertainty, companies are looking for ways to improve their cash flow. Many are focusing on the benefits of receivables technology. Integrated Receivables removes the resource-intensive cash application process and speeds up the payments cycle.

Designed for the commercial clients of financial institutions, Integrated Receivables is a white-label version of our award-winning GETPAID solution.

**CONSOLIDATE PAYMENTS**
Get a clear picture of all of your payments, regardless of payment method – including checks, ACH, credit card, wire, and more in one user interface.

**INCREASE YOUR FIRST PASS MATCH RATE**
Increase the first pass match rate with our unlimited payment matching rules. Intelligent Document and Data Recognition (IDDR), and artificial intelligence (AI) technology improve matching rates even further.

**CONNECT WITH ANY ERP SYSTEM**
Integrate with any ERP system, including SAP, Oracle, MS Dynamics, QuickBooks as well as home-built systems.
CHOOSE HOW TO HANDLE EXCEPTION PROCESSING

You can use Integrated Receivables to work on exceptions on behalf of your clients. Alternatively, clients can use the solution to process their own exceptions.

HARNESS ZERO TOUCH INVOICE CLEARING

Invoices are cleared automatically, with invoice clearing files provided in any format for clients to load into their ERP system(s).

OFFER A PAYMENTS AND INVOICE PORTAL

As an additional service, you can leverage Integrated Receivables as a payments portal for your clients. They can accept credit card and ACH payments from their customers – and get access to invoice copies.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF ADDITIONAL SERVICES

Choose from a variety of other value-added services, including a bank-certified collections platform that leverages AI-driven collection risk scoring, streamlined dispute and deduction management workflow, and advanced credit management analysis and approvals.

“With GETPAID, I have the credit risk portfolio, the dispute resolution portfolio and collections with standardized processes all within one system. Because we’ve been able to provide better processes and automation with GETPAID, we’ve maintained our headcount reduction and capacity percentages and our day sales outstanding (DSO) has continued to drop year-on-year.”

Lisa Whitehead, Director, Credit and Collections, Crowley Maritime Corporation

Improve cash flow for your clients.

GETINFO@FISGLOBAL.COM

400 Clients

130,000 Users